Optical plasmon nanostrip probe as an effective ultrashort pulse delivery system.
In this paper, we analyze the ultrafast temporal and spectral responses of optical fields in tapered and metalized optical fibers (MOFs) and optical plasmon nanostrip probes (NPs). Computational experiment shows that output pulses of the NPs are virtually unchanged in shape and duration for input pulses with a duration of >1 fs and are not sensitive to changes in the parameters of the probe (such as convergence angle and taper length), while local enhancement of the electric field intensity reaches 300 times at the NP apex. Compared with the NPs, MOFs lead to significant output pulse distortions, even for input pulses with a duration of 10 fs. In addition, the temporal response at the MOF apex is critically sensitive to changes in MOF parameters and cannot provide any significant local enhancement of the electric field. These findings reveal the high potential of optical plasmon nanostrip probes as an ultrashort pulse delivery system to nanometer-size areas and indicate that its usage can be promising for a wide variety of techniques studying ultrafast processes in nanoscopic volumes.